Socratic Seminar

Directions: Please read the biotech article you are assigned listed below the directions. You will need to follow the link to find the articles. Based on your article reading, please create 2-3 thought provoking (critical thinking) questions which will generate conversation during the seminar. Please read both articles so you are familiar with topics being discussed.

1st Block: A-L – Food: How Altered?
   M-T - When What We Know Outstrips What We Can Do

3rd Block: A-Ki – Food: How Altered?
   Ki-Z – When What We Know Outstrips What We Can Do

5th Block: A-Kr – Food: How Altered?
   Kr-Z – When What We Know Outstrips What We Can Do

2nd Block: A-K – Food: How Altered?
   L-Z – When What We Know Outstrips What We Can Do

Food: How Altered?


When What We Know Outstrips What We Can Do

http://www.scu.edu/ethics/publications/iie/v9n2/outstrips.html

Things to remember about Socratic Seminars

1. Refer to the text when needed during the discussion. A seminar is not a test of memory; your goal is to understand the ideas, issues, and values reflected in the text.
2. Do not participate if you are not prepared. You need to have read the assigned article to be able to participate.
3. Do not stay confused; ask for clarification if you do not understand.
4. Stick to the point currently under discussion; make notes about ideas you want to come back to. Discuss ideas rather than each other’s opinions.
5. Be respectful of other people’s ideas and remember this is a welcoming community of conversation.
6. Don’t raise hands; take turns speaking.
7. Listen carefully.
8. Speak up so all can hear you.
9. Talk to each other, not just to the leader or the teacher. Refer to each other by name.
10. You are responsible for the seminar.